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Intraoral lipoma, surgical approach: A Case report
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Background: Lipoma is a rare benign tumor that overgrows in oral cavity. Its occurrence rate
is about 1-4% with predilection for males rather than females. Lipoma is associated with adipose
tissue and is usually seen in major salivary glands, buccal mucosa, and vestibule. Fifty percent of
lesions are seen in buccal mucosa. The progressive and aggressive growth of these lesions may interfere with speech and mastication owing to the dimensions and location of the tumor. The lesion
basically affects the individuals of 4th to 5th decades. Lipoma is managed by surgical excision using
scalpel, laser, or electro-cautery.
Case Presentation: This study presents two 63 and 18 years old male patients with lipoma
in their buccal mucosa along with their improved situation following the treatment. The treatment
included surgical excision of the lesion and suturing the surgical area.
Conclusions: The incidence of intraoral lipoma is low and buccal mucosa is the most common
region for the occurrence of oral lipoma. Most clinicians suggested surgical techniques as a certain
treatment.
Keywords: Lipoma; Intraoral lipoma; Soft tissue tumor; Mouth; Intraoral neoplasm; Adipose
tissue.

Introduction

ipomas are benign tumors with mesenchymal origin which can occur in all anatomic regions and are
called ubiquitous tumors [1]. The first description
of oral lesion was presented in 1848 by Roux, who introduced the lipoma as yellow epulis [2]. Lipoma is composed
of mature adipocyte and is usually surrounded by a fibrous
capsule. Lipoma is one of the most common soft tissue
mesenchymal tumors but not common in oral cavity, with
15-20% in head and neck and 1-4% in oral cavity [3]. It is a
yellowish and submucosal tumor with slow growth rate, its
metabolism is completely independent of normal adipose
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tissue, and its size is independent of the amount of fat intake. It is also seen more often in the obese people and its
pathogenicity has not yet been determined. The selective
treatment for lipoma is surgical excision and its recurrence
is unexpected [4,5,6].

Case Presentation
Case 1
A 63-year-old man went to a dentist to make dentures.
The dentist noticed a swelling in the mandible vestibule in
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the teeth 4 and 5 in clinical examinations. The patient
was referred to an oral and maxillofacial surgeon for
further examination. The patient’s panoramic view was
diagnosed with normal bone structure. Since the color
of the lesion was yellow, the patient had no complaints
of the lesion and the lesion was moveable. The differential diagnosis was lipoma, and excisional biopsy was
performed. Horizontal incision was performed on the
lesion and the tissue on the lesion was undermined
with Mets (Fig. 1). When removing the lesion, we observed right mental nerve in the lesion (Fig. 2). The
nerve was carefully removed from the lesion and the
site of the lesion was sutured (Fig. 3). In Histopathologic examination of the lesion, microscopic sections
showed a well-defined encapsulated neoplastic tissue
composed of mature adipocytic cells arranged in a lobular structure. Therefore, it was lipoma. The patient’s
conditions were good and there were no sign of recurrence after twelve months.

Fig. 2. Right mental nerve is seen in the lesion.

Case 2
An 18‐year‐old man referred to a maxillofacial department. His chief complaint was painless swelling in the
buccal mucosa for about eight months. The lesion was
about 1.5cm and mainly soft on palpation (Fig. 4). Excisional biopsy was done under local anesthesia. The
incision was about 2cm (Fig. 5). The lesion was capsulated and completely dissected (Fig. 6 and 7). The
laboratory examination revealed an adipose tissue and
a thin capsule surrounding the lesion and pathologic
diagnosis showed an intraoral fibrolipoma. There were
no complications during and after the surgery and no
sign of recurrence after twelve months.

Fig. 3. Removed lesion.

Fig. 4. Painless swelling in the right mandible.

Fig. 1. Intraoral view of oral lipoma after performing
horizontal incision.
Fig. 5. Intraoral view of the exposed lesion.
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[19]. Lipomas is usually subcutaneous but may involve
deeper tissues. They rarely cause pain and are asymptomatic, which can delay their treatment. Intraoral
lipomas are rare and may be detected during routine
oral and dental examinations [20]. Moreover, if they
reach great dimensions, they can interfere with speech
and mastication, which can be a factor for the recognition and identification of oral lipoma [21].
Fig. 6. Removing the lesion from its site.

Fig. 7. Post operation view. The patient’s swelling has
resolved.

Discussion

Lipoma is a benign tumor that can occur in any
part of the body. Lipoma can be found in both soft
and bony tissues [7]. Lipomas usually occur in patients
with an age range of 40-60 years, with a peak of 40
years and happening more in men [8-10]. The size of
the tumor depends on its location, varying from 15-20
mm. However, tumors with a size of 50mm have been
reported [11]. Buccal mucosa and vestibule are two
sites where 50% of intraoral lipomas occur. The areas
which are less involved include the floor of the mouth,
tongue, lips, palate, and retromolar pad [8]. The tumor
may require surgery if it is created on the floor of the
mouth and its size is large and interferes with speech
and chewing [12-14]. Lipomas are usually slow-growing and asymptomatic and their clinical features may
vary according to the location of the lesion [15].
Lipomas are apparently and microscopically similar
to normal fat tissue but with higher metabolism [2,16].
They are not used as energy sources [3,17]. Since there
is a tissue similarity between normal fat cell and lipoma. Accurate clinical and surgical information is very
important for definitive diagnosis [18]. For patients
with multiple tumors, the term lipomatosis is used

Differential diagnosis of intraoral lipomas includes
oral dermoid and epidermoid cysts, benign tumor of
salivary glands, oral lymphoepithelial cyst, mucocele,
benign neoplasm of mesenchymal tissue, ectopic thyroid tissue, lymphoma, and ranula [15]. Histological
lipoma cells cannot be distinguished from herniated
buccal fat pad. Buccal fat pad hernia presents as an expanding pedunculated mass emanating from the deep
soft tissue in the buccal mucosa suddenly after trauma,
a flattened mass that comes from the deep soft tissue of
buccal mucosa [22].
There is no consensus over the pathogenesis of oral
lipoma, but some theories such as fat degeneration, heredity, infection, basis of hormone, metaphase of muscle cells, chronic stimulation and trauma, and nest of
the embryonic lipoblastic cells in the origin support
the lipoma pattern. Buccal mucosa is often traumatized and the possible role of trauma in the growth of
intraoral lipoma cannot be denied [3,23]. Diagnostic
aids include ultrasonography, computed tomography,
and MRI, which can determine the location, extent,
and margins of the mass [20]. The treatment for all
histological variants of intraoral lipomas is simple local
excision [2]. Less than 5% of the lipomas are recurrent
[19]. Infiltrating lipomas are difficult to extirpate and
are thus liable to recurrence. Recurrence is reduced by
wide surgical excision [8]. The malignant change is almost impossible and only a few have been reported in
the articles [19].
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